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About This Game

Travel together with Jess, the archaeologist, on a fascinating journey to a tropical island decimated by a recent volcanic
eruption. You can help the island's locals with the disaster by finding 7 ancient artifacts that will calm the awakened volcano.
Afterwards, you can begin to build a new settlement for the islanders. Play mini-games, go through various levels to find new
pieces of artifacts, collect trophies, and earn coins. Spend the coins to rebuild the island and meet new locals. Build a better

settlement for the islanders!

 Unique mix of match-3, collapse and puzzle gameplay!

 150 fun levels

 Play relaxing or timed mode

 Help Jess find ancient artifacts

 Restore the island

Please Note: This game is not a mobile port. It was built exclusively for PC/Mac.
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Gameplay 4\/10
Graphics 5\/10
Story 1\/10

Bugs where you can't see spells
Lag
Broken save games
Disapearing characters
. Yes, the artwork is straight up adorable, the sound track is lovely and everything about this game is perfect EXCEPT the 
 ♥♥♥♥ING  controls. MY GOD this makes make so  ♥♥♥♥ING  FURIOUS EVERY  GOD DAMN  time i play this. This 
♥♥♥♥♥♥ is IMPOSSIBLE to control. This fat ♥♥♥♥♥♥ moves on its own i swear to god. And i tell you what. I play a 
♥♥♥♥♥♥ ton of games in my past that used this  ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥  mechanism to make the player move, but this game... this 
 ♥♥♥♥ing  game takes the cake. You simply can NOT control the  god damn  cat on the bubbly air flow things (not the
tunnels), cause if the screen is tilted by ONE  ♥♥♥♥ing  centimeter EVEN, the cat will (not) literally FLY OFF THE 
 ♥♥♥♥ING  SCREEN. Worst controls i swear to god. I am physically unable to enjoy this game since the wonder land levels. It
makes me want to murder someone every time i lose  ♥♥♥♥ing  control because of that. NOT TO MENTION the auto-tilt
feature, which randomly tries to rotate your screen back to base 0°. Just  why ?
Other than that the game is super cute and the sound effects melt my heart. <3. Korea's pretty good! I like science based civs,
but they're few and far between.. Very promising, but the developers need to finish the game before selling it ! No saving
functionality, my progression in missions is regularly cleared and I have to restart everything. The (few) keyboard shortcuts are
not working. Doesn't worth more than 3 euros. A "pause" button would be great, given that it's not easy to split a fleet while
moving...
Hope the developers will update the game.. I am unsure of what urged me to buy this trilogy of "games". Perhaps it was the
♥♥♥♥♥♥ graphics. Or maybe it was the redundant gameplay that we've seen a million times before. Or maybe it was the
nonexistent plot.

Trust me, this is a game you should avoid at all costs... even if that cost is only a dollar.
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edited 12/4/19]
Game looks good. Killcams on enemy aircraft are awesome. I like the idea behind swapping out my parts, sort of car mechanic
simulator but in a fighter. If the planes flew like a proper flight sim it'd be great. As it is however even the Realistic setting feels
a little to arcadey for me as someone used to Il2, warthunder or dcs.

Devs seem to really care about their product. My original concerns of a full release being the usual early access final cashgrab
before ditching a game appeared unfounded.
If you enjoy games like Ace Combat, Wings of Prey, this is right up your alley. If you're more of a simmer and were looking for
a game with more storyline but those tight feeling controls this probably isnt for you.. played it a bit seems fun. not ready to
release outside China region. Like the idea but had to refund.. Best experience on the Vive so far. The ending had me speechless
and standing in shock. 10/10 Absoulutely would recommend.. Wonderful experience. A great insight on what is to come in VR
performance. Looking forward to what comes next from the team.. It was okay.
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